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Symmetry selection rules for vibrational excitation by resonant electron
impact and a unified treatment of vibronic coupling between
resonances and to the continuum: A complete symmetry analysis
of vibrational excitation in benzene
G. A. Gallup
Department of Chemistv, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0304
(Received 28 September 1992; accepted 31 March 1993)
A symmetry analysis of the contributions to the transition operator from vibronic coupling
provides symmetry selection rules for vibrational excitation by resonant electron impact in
polyatomic molecules. In the context of electron scattering vibronic coupling operates in two
modes. These are named internal and external vibronic coupling. Internal vibronic coupling
operates within and among the quasibound states giving rise to the resonances. External vibronic
coupling operates between the quasibound states and the continuum. We discuss the differences,
particularly with respect to the angular distribution of electron scattering. A complete symmetry
analysis of vibrational excitation is given using benzene as an example.

I. INTRODUCTION

culations of a model system. Nevertheless, their treatment
implicitly contains the effects giving rise to the resonancecontinuum vibronic coupling discussed in I. In the present
article we will again concentrate on the symmetry properties of the various mechanisms, presenting the theory in a
form designed to simplify, insofar as possible, its application to real molecules. This will require approximations,
but symmetry analyses are not affected by the approximations we use.

Experimental results for electron impact excitation of
vibration on several polyatomic molecules show conclusively that symmetry mediated selection rules operate. Table I shows those polyatomic molecules known to the author for which experimental determinations of both
vibrational excitation functions and their angular distributions exist.‘-*’
On the theoretical side, this author has published a
discussion of such selection rules in what will hereinafter
be called I.” In I the specific term “vibronic coupling” did
not appear, but its use would have been appropriate. Specifically I discusses how vibronic coupling between a resonant state and the continuum can cause excitations of selected vibrations
and produce unexpected angular
distributions of nearly s-wave character.
About the same time and independently, Estrada
ef aL,” published a model study of vibronic interaction
between two resonances. Their work shows how overlapping resonances result in the phenomenon sometimes
called the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect. They do not discuss
the case of a degenerate resonant state.
More recently, Ben Arfa and Tronc13 have given what
they imply is an alternative explanation of the excitation of
particular vibrational modes by resonant electron impact.
They base their analysis on Estrada et al. l2 Indeed, the Ben
Arfa and Tronc article contains the phrase “Symmetry
selection rules vs. vibronic coupling- * * ” in its title. As we
shall see, vibronic coupling is the mechanism in all cases.
In the present article we will give a unified treatment of
the symmetry considerations for vibronic coupling and resonant excitation of vibrations in polyatomic molecules. We
will show that vibronic coupling between resonances -and
vibronic coupling to the continuum are two aspects of the
same phenomenon. In their article Estrada et al. l2 concentrate much of their discussion on the effects of vibronic

As we shall use the term, vibronic coupling (VC) will
refer to any interaction between the electronic and nuclear
motions of a molecule. In electronic spectra of molecules, it
has long been recognized that VC can modify selection
rules and cause the appearance of spectral transitions that
would appear to be disallowed when a simplified stationary
nucleus approximation is applied. Many different workers
have contributed to this field with a resulting plethora of
notations and terminologies. Our terminology will follow
the suggestions of Azumi and Matsuzaki,i4 as further elaborated by Fischer.” They, in particular, discuss the types
of bases that one uses to generate the matrix of the Hamiltonian. They distinguish two cases: the crude adiabatic basis and a basis used for two closely similar treatments, the
Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic and the Born-Huang adiabatic. It must be emphasized that either of these two bases
is a complete set and can, in principle, produce exact answers in the limit.
We base our analysis on the crude adiabatic basis. Selection rules are usually expressed in terms of idealized
states upon which the most detailed level of possible perturbations have not been applied. The crude adiabatic basis
is more suitable for this since both the electronic and vibrational factors in the basis functions have the full symmetry of the most symmetric equilibrium nuclear arrange-

coupling upon angular distributions, giving, in detail, cal-

ment. This greatly simplifiesthe symmetry analysis.

II. VIBRONIC

COUPLING
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TABLE I. Polyatomic molecules for which experimental data on resonant vibrational excitation and angular distributions are available.
Benzene
Ethylene
Acetonitrile
Methylchloride
Carbon tetrafluoride
Trifluorochloromethane
Difluorodichloromethane
Acetylene
Hydrogen cyanide
Carbon dioxide
Carbonyl sulfide
Carbon disulfide

CF4

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.

CF,Cl

Ref. I

CF,Cl,

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.

C6H6
(334

CH,CN
CH,Cl

C2H2

HCN
co2
OCS
cs2

1
2
4
5
6

8
3
4
9
10
10

IV, BASIS

SETS AND THE HAMILTONIAN

MATRIX

Our proposed symmetry analysis requires a suitable
basis; as discussed above, we use the crude adiabatic representation. Consider a neutral molecule in a singlet
ground state. It will have a number of vibrational modes
that we approximate at the harmonic level. Using Y for the
electronic coordinates and Q for the normal coordinates,
the Hamiltonian may be written in the form

H=T(r)

+T(Q) + V(r,O) +AV(r,Q>,

AV(r,Q)=~-F

gQt+i-z

&QtQtr,I’

and t-he crude adiabatic wave function in the form

Icl,(r,Q)=~oo(r,O)xn(Q),
111.THE TRANSITION

MATRIX

In I the author used a perturbation treatment based
upon an R-matrix representation of the electronic states. In
this article a fully equivalent approach based upon the
transition operator will be used. This follows more closely
the treatment by Estrada et al.,12 and provides a clearer
comparison with that work.
The Lipmann-Schwinger
equation for the transition
operator is
T=V+VGoT,

(1)

where
H=l?+

V,
(2)

Go=(E+iO-@)-I.
The Hamiltonian may be subjected to a projection separating the basis into a subspace representing quasibound (resonant) states and the complementary subspace, representing the asymptotic states. Feshbachr6 and Fano17 have
shown how to solve the problem of the interaction. This
formulation has recently been reviewed by Domcke.18 Using subscripts a and b to indicate the asymptotic and resonant states, respectively, the Hamiltonian takes the form
H=

Haa
f&b
I 1
&a

Hbb

7

(3)

and the open channel block of the transition operator the
form

F&E)

1 -1Htm,

(4)

=Hb,(E+iO-H,,)-lHab.

The Feshbach-Fano treatment assumes a more or less
arbitrary separation of the wave function into an inner
region part and an outer continuum part. The arbitrariness
is in the dynamical nature of these functions. The symmetries must match and cannot be arbitrary. In an exact treatment the resulting scattering wave function should be invariant to the mode of separation. Actual calculations of an
approximate nature show that the results are quite insensitive to the mode of separation.rg

(6)

where #Joand xn are the electronic and vibrational parts,
respectively. We write the electronic part of the function in
Eq. (6) with a 0 as one argument to emphasize that it is
independent of Q, and a solution of the electronic Hamiltonian for the Q,=O nuclear geometry, which is at the
minimum of the nuclear potential. Since the normal coordinates are arranged to diagonalize the vibrational potential we therefore have

@dr,O)I AJ?,Q)

jqb(r,O)) =i

~x.f&,
+

I(7)

where f, are the harmonic force constants for the vibrational motion of the neutral molecule.
We construct the asymptotic continuum functions by
combining 4(r,Q> with a single particle continuum function using the appropriate antisymmetrizer,
(8)
The Hamiltonian

now refers to one more electron:

H=T(r)+T(Q)+V(r,O)+Av(r,Q>+T(r,)
+ vint(rcpQ>7

(9)

and with this we obtain

[HdE’,E) 1en
=W,ttW’) lHlY,(E))
= (E+E~b’)S(E’-E)6,,,+

Toa=HadE-&b-FdE)

(5)

P-;;‘(E’,E).

(10)

The resonant portion of our basis will consist of one or
more, possibly degenerate, quasibound state functions.
These represent the neutral molecule with one extra electron, i.e., these are the wave functions for the temporary
negative ion, a term referring to the system in the resonance
state. We note the further point that the electronic part of
the resonant function is for a molecular geometry identical
with that of the neutral target molecule. We write the function as
\u~b’
I(~O)x9
‘P (~Q)=~~b’
y

P (Q) ’

(11)
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where the vibrational factors are the same as those in Eq.
(6). Again, this is the crude adiabatic prescription. The
corresponding block of the Hamiltonian is then

(Hbb)i!ptip=
[Ei(b)+Ep)]6itf3ptp+
; (i’lg Ii)

1

--fiSdi*i (P’I QtQtt1~)s

resonant state with so minor an effect on the molecule as

this doesnot merit being treated as a resonance.
In Eq. (13), the resonant-continuum block, the VC
terms are not expected to be zero, in general.

V. A PERTURBATION

x(P’lQtlP)+;
5 [(q g&g Ii)

EXPRESSION

FOR Taa

We now write the resonant-continuum
resonant blocks of the Hamiltonian as
(12)

where the vibrational energy term Ep) is the same as that
in Eq. ( 10). Nonzero values of the matrix elements of the
partial derivatives in the second and third lines of Eq. (12)
reflect the different forces on the nuclei in b states from
those in a states.
Finally, we have for the Hob block of the Hamiltonian

[HadE)1n;@=
K+(E)
=&yicb)(E)+ Ct (406.~1
gt Ii) (4 CAP>

Hb,=E”‘+AB

Ii) WQ,Q,W.
(13)

The basis functions are assumed to satisfy the various orthogonalities and normalizations given by
(Y,dE’)

I Y,(E))

<Y::i 1Yf))
(Y,(E)

1Yp)

=&d(E’--El,

=Si’$fpp,

and resonant-

9

(15)

Hab=ycb)+hv
,
and this produces a similar expression for F(E) :
F&(E)

=f(E)

+AF(E),

j#“y’b’dE’

f(E)=

E-E,

-+i7rj7(b)y(b’,

(Ai+‘b’++b)AV+A~AV)dE’
E-E’

AF(E) =

+i~(A~y’b’+~‘b’AV+A~AV)

+i c ( goeEl&
ff’

829

+

9

(16)

where the bar over a symbol indicates the Hermitian conjugate. In Eq. (15) and the first line of Eq. ( 16) the first

term is diagonalwith respectto vibrational quantum numbers, but the second iS not. When Eqs. (15) and (16) are
substituted into Eq. (4), we obtain
T,,=

(y’b’+AV)

[E-EC!!--f(E)

-AB

(14).

=o.
--f(E)]-l$b)+~

.t . +yCb’[E-ECb)

It will be observed that each of the blocks of the H
matrix is the sum of two terms, the first of which is diagonal and the second not. In Eq. (lo), the continuumcontinuum block, we will ignore the second term. This
contributes to nonresonant potential scattering excitation
of vibrations and is not expected to be large. Estrada
et aLzO neglect the same term in their treatment.
In Eq. ( 12), the resonant-resonant block, we see that
the VC produces part of the off-diagonal matrix elements,
but some are introduced through using the vibrational
functions of the neutral ground state. Let us note the circumstances under which the off-diagonal terms in Eq. (12)
might vanish. This would correspond to a hypothetical
situation in which the extra electron in the resonant function does not change the nuclear potential from its form in
the neutral molecule. A specific example might be an electron in an orbital that is neither bonding nor antibonding
but truly nonbonding. Consequently, the normal coordinates are correct for the negative ion state as well as for the
neutral molecule and the first derivative terms would vanish. The second derivative matrix elements are diagonal
with respect to i and i’ with the diagonal elements just fi.
Therefore, the second derivative terms also would vanish.

where the bar again indicates the Hermitian conjugate. In
the second equation of Eqs. (17) the term on the first line
is diagonal in the vibrational quantum numbers and does
not lead to vibrational excitation. On the other hand, this is
not true of AB, AV, and AF(E), and they do contribute to
excitation.
Although the expansion in Eqs. ( 17) is not expected to
converge rapidly enough (at least at all energies) to be
useful for numerical calculations, it does show how the
various asymptotic states are connected through excited
virtual states (in the perturbation sense) and, hence, provides us the symmetry selection rules we require.
We see that there are two independent ways that VC
can produce nonzero elements in the transition matrix that
lead to inelastic vibrational excitation. The first of these,
represented in Eq. (15) by AB, we call internal uibronic
coupling. It operates within and between the quasibound
resonant states that we have. The interactions here lead to

Having seenhow this might happen, we conclude that a

a number of phenomenawith different namessuch as the

--f(E)]-‘[AB+AF(E)][E-ECb)
--f(E)]

-l+b)

+. . . ,

(17)
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t

Jahn-Teller or the Renner-Teller effects. When one has
two different arbitrary electronic states the generic term,
VC, is usually applied.15
The second, represented in Eq. ( 15) by AV, we call
external vibronic coupling. It operates between the resonant
states and the asymptotic continuum states. In addition, it
appears in two different places in the perturbation expression ( 17), directly as AV, itself, and in the more complicated expression, AF(E). In our treatment the effect of AB
and AF( E) together represent a matrix version of the complex, nonlocal potential discussed by Estrada et al. l2
Vi. SYMMETRY
EXCITATIONS

TABLE II. Symmetry species and vibrational energies of benzene. This is
the scheme used by Herzberg (Ref. 24).
Symmetry
species

Numbering

%
%z

v2

a2u

v4

b 1”

%

9

lr6

bY

Y
V8
v9

A. The *E2” resonance

at 1.1 eV

Internal VC within this doubly degenerate electronic
state is the sort associated with the Jahn-Teller effect,15
i.e., the term AV(r,Q) in Eq. (5) produces an interaction
between vibrational and electronic motions that is exceptionally large because of the electronic state energy degeneracy in zero order.25 The effect of the symmetry of the
electronic state is given by the symmetrized square, [e&l.
The analysis appears in the Appendix. Vibrational modes
with symmetries matching the symmetrized square will interact in the first order term of A V(r,Q), and the results
are shown in Table III.
So far as symmetry is concerned we expect vibrations

of type VI ,v2v2(alg)
and %~~16~~17~v18(e2g)
to couple corn-

VI0
VI1

eb

v12
v13
VI4

%

VI5
‘h6
97
vL8

e2,

Motion

380 meV
123
14S8
83
380
125
188”
67
230=
142”
105
384
184
129
376
196
146
75
144”
50”

Vl

ANALYSIS
OF VIBRATIONAL
IN BENZENE

We shall show the application of these relations by
making a complete analysis for benzene of the symmetry
requirements for vibrational excitation by electron impact
at resonant energies. Wong and Schulz’ have studied this
experimentally, determining vibrational excitation functions and their angular distributions. Benzene is an ideal
substance for this illustration, since it provides, within one
molecule, almost all of the phenomena that we expect to be
important. We note, in particular, that benzene has:
(a) a shape resonance near 1.1 eV with a state symmetry 2E2,,.21It is doubly degenerate and shows with
the appropriate vibrational modes the typical behavior
associated with the Jahn-Teller effect;
(b) a shape resonance near 4.8 eV with a state symmetry of 2B2g21 This is nondegenerate and shows behavior expected with such states;
(c) a very broad feature centered near 8.0 eV.22,23This
is probably a shape resonance associated with C-C and
C-H dh orbitals in the molecule. This latter resonance
is so broad that it appears to overlap with the 2B2g
resonance. These two are thus expected to provide an
example of the type of vibronic interaction between
resonances discussed by Estrada et al. l2
The numbering of the normal vibrations in benzene
will be important in detailing the analysis. Unfortunately,
there is not unanimity on this in the literature. We follow
the scheme used by Herzberg,24 which is repeated in Table
II, for convenience. Table II also gives the vibrational en‘ergies, and indicates those vibrational modes associated
principally with C-C and C-H bond stretching motions.

cd

vi9
v20

C-H str
(=-c str
C-HI] bend
GHl
bend
G-H str
C-C-Cl1 bend
C-HI bend
CC-Cl
bend
C-C str
C-HI1 bend
GHl bend
C-H str
C-C str
C-HI1 bend
C-H str
C-C str
GHll bend
CC-Cl1 bend
C-HI bend
C-C-Cl bend

‘Calculated.

ponents of the 2E2u resonance and hence to appear in vibrational excitation. Not all of these appear; certain dynamical principles also apply. It is well known that orbitals
temporarily occupied when observing shape resonances in
molecules like benzene are antibonding. Simple theories of
bonding tell us that the 2E2ustate in benzene is antibonding
with respect to the C-C bonds but not with respect to the
C-H bonds. v2(al,) and vi6(e&) are the two vibrational
modes associated with C-C stretching motions and these
are just the modes seen in vibrational excitation in benzene.
This has already been noted by Wong and Schulz.’
The vibrational modes that can be excited through the
second order terms in A V( r,Q) are shown in Table IV. If
we again assume involvement of only C-C stretches we
expect only 2~,(a,,), 2vr6(e2s), and ‘v2+y16 excitations,
which seen as parts of series. Such excitations will also be
produced by higher order terms in Eq. ( 17), and we therefore cannot ascribe their appearance to a specific mechanism.
The form of Eq. ( 17) indicates that the scattered electron for these excitations will have I values appropriate for
the e2u symmetry. Table V gives the symmetry analysis of
the spherical harmonics for irreducible representations
(IR) of D6h, and one sees that I=3 is the leading value for

TABLE III. Vibrational
first order derivatives.
Resonance
state

2J%”
‘Bzg

modes in benzene excited by internal VC and

Quasibound
state symm.
e2,

b%

Symmetrized
square

Possible
modes

%

Vi

e2g

%

v2
%6

Qb

VI

v2

VI7

VI8
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TABLE IV. Vibrational modes in benzene excited by internal VC and
second order derivatives.
Resonance Quasibound
state
state symm.

Symmetrized
square

=J%”

%

2Ba

%

Resonance
state

Continuum
I value

1,2,...,20
i#j, i,j=12,13,14
i#j, i,j=15,16,17,18
i#j, i,j=19,20
11,12 ,..., 20
i#j, i,j=12,13,14
ifj,
i,j=15,16,17,18
i#j, i,j= 19,20
vi+vj,
i=1,2,3; j=15,16,17,18
vj+vj, i=7,8; j=ll
vi+vj, i=5,6,9,10; j= 12,13,14
vi+vj, i=4; j=19,20
2vi, i= 1,2,...,20
vi+vj, i#j, i,j=12,13,14
vi+vj, i#j, i,j=15,16,17,18
vi+vj, ifj,
i,j= 19,20

=E2,

s
P

ez,. This tells us that the angular distribution of the scattering for excitation functions associated with these modes
should be predominately that due to an f wave,26 which is
observed.
External VC for the 2E2,, resonance offers more possibilities since the continuum functions, in principle, support
all symmetry species. Nevertheless, as we argued in I, continuum functions with very high I values are so small in the
vicinity of the molecule that integrals like Vniip in Eq. ( 13)
will be negligible in such cases. In Table VI we give the
vibrational modes possibly excited by the first order terms
in AV(r,&)
for Z=O, 1, and 2. If, because of the zero
angular momentum barrier, we assume that the s wave will
predominate, the y19,v2,-,(e2U) modes should be excited.
v2e( e2J is the carbon ring puckering motion, and the quasibound state orbital e2Uis located principally on the carbon atoms so this is the mode we expect to be excited by
this mechanism. lr2c(ezU) does appear in the experimental
results, and it appears with an angular distribution indicating s-wave involvement.’

TABLE V. Frequencies of D6,, IRS in the spherical harmonics for I from
0 to 12.
I

Symmetry
species

0

=ll

1

1

2

3

1

4

5

1

=2,

bk
b l”
ba
b 2”
%
el,
%
e2,

6

7

2

al”
=zp

8

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

2
2

1

3

2

2
2

3
3

3
2

2

4
4

4
3

d

Combined
states

Possible
modes

e2,

v19

vzo

e=g
bb
b 28
elg

VI5

VI6

2e2,

VI

v19

VS
‘v20

VS

v6

v9

VI0

elu

v12

VI3

ah

none

a2,

VI4

v4

P

b4
b 2u
ezu

VI9

v20

d

b 2g

Y

Y?

s

VI8

VI1

b lu
b 2u

"Bu

VI7

none

Y

VS

v9

VI0

%

VI1

%

VI5

VI6

v17

v18

Table VIII gives the possible modes excited for external VC and the second order terms in AV(r,Q) and continuum functions for Z=O, 1, and 2. Considering only s
waves again, we expect v2+ lr20 and ?$j+‘vio. These combinations are expected because they involve C-C stretch
and ring puckering at the same time. An s-wave angular
distribution is expected. The first and second order excitations will again be augmented by higher order terms in Eq.
(17) so series based upon these modes may be strong
enough to see.
B. The 2B2g resonance

at 4.8 eV

The internal VC involving first derivatives is shown in
Table III and that with second derivatives in Table IV. For
this nondegenerate state y1 ,v2(cllg), any 221i, and several
pairs of degenerate Yi+Yi combinations are possible. The
only one of these that is seen strongly is the yl(alg) sequence. Although one might again expect ~~(a~~) because
of the C-C antibonding nature of the b, orbital, this does
not appear. Detailed ab initio calculations would be required to see why this occurs. Table V shows that 1=4 is
the leading term in an orbital of b, symmetry, and an
angular distribution consistent with g waves is seen.
The external VC with first order terms involving continuum s waves is expected to excite v,,ys( bzg) modes;
v7(b2g) is seen experimentally. The angular distribution is
consistent with an s wave.
Table VII shows that several Yi+Yi combinations are
possible from second order terms, but these are apparently
too faint to be seen experimentally.

2

2
3

2
2

2

1

2

2
2

2

1

3

1

1

12

1

2

1

11

2

1

1

10

1

2

1

9

2
1

1

TABLE VI. Vibrational modes in benzene excited by external VC and
first derivatives for Z=O, 1, and 2.

Possible
modes
2vj, i=
vI+vj,
vi+vj,
vi+vj,
2vi, i=
v,+vj,
vj+vj,
vi+vj,

%

831

4
4

C.-Interaction
of the 2B2g resonance
higher resonances

at 4.8 eV with

A recent article by Ben Arfa and Tronc13 gives a symmetry analysis of vibrational excitation in benzene that
invokes vibronic interactions between two resonances, bas-
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TABLE VII. Vibrational modes in benzene excited by external VC and
second order derivatives for Z=O, 1, and 2.
Resonance Continuum
state
I value
=E2u

Combined
states

s

e2,

P

%
bk

b4

d

2e2,

b lu

b 2u

a,,

‘B2g

s

P

b =&b 2”
e2,

d

bY
%
%

Possible
modes
vi+vj, i= 1,2,3; j= 19,20
vi+vj, i=7,8; j=12,13,14
vi+vj, i=4; j=15,16,17,18
vi+vj, i=5,6,9,10; j=12,13,14
vi+vj, i=ll;
j=12,13,14
vi+vj, i=15,16,17,18; j=19,20
same as e,, in Table IV
vi+vj, i=3; j=7,8
vi+vj, i=4; j=9,10
vi+vj, i=ll;
j=15,16,17,18
vi+vi, i=12,13,14, j=19,20
vi+vj, i=1,2; j=7,8
vi+vj, i=4; j=5,6
vi+vi, i=ll;
j=15,16,17,18
vi+vj, i=12,13,14; j=19,20
vi+vj, i=1,2,3; j=ll
vi+vj, i=7,8,11; j=15,16,17,18
vi+vj, i=4; j=12,13,14
vi+vj, i=5,6,9,10,12,13,14;
j= 19,20
same as e2” above.
vi+vj, i=1,2; j=5,6
vi+vj, i=3; j=9,10
vI+vj, i=12,13,14;j=15,16,17,18
vi+vj, i= 11; j= 19,20
vi+vj, i=1,2; j=9,10
vi+vj, i=3; j=5,6
vj+vj, i=12,13,14; j=15,16,17,18
vi+vj, i= 11; j= 19,20
vi+vj, i=1,2,3; j=12,13,14
vi+vj, i=7,8,11; j=19,20
vi+vj, i=5,6,9,10,12,13,14,
j=15,16,17,18
vi+vj, i=3; j=4
vi+vj, i=7,8; j=9,10
vi+vj, i=ll;
j=12,13,14
vi+vj, i=15,15,17,18; j=19,20
vi+vj, i=1,3; j=4
v,+vj, i=5,6; j=7,8
vi+vj, i=ll;
j=12,13,14
vi+vj, i=15,16,17,18; j=19,20
Same as b, above.
Same as b2,, above.
Same as e,, above.
Same as b, above.
Same as elg above.
Same as eig in Table IV

ing their discussion on the treatment of this by Estrada
et al. l2 We shall examine this proposal to see how it fits
into the scheme outlined in this article.
From simple bonding theory the higher resonance or
resonances are expected to be associated with C-C and
C-H @ bonds in benzene. Table VIII gives the symmetry
species that such orbitals support, and it is seen that the
two types support nearly the same IRS. An alg orbital consists of only C-H aY: bond orbitals and an ap orbital of
only C-C ti bond orbitals. In the b,,, el,, and ezg states
the two bond types will be mixed. By examining the number of nodes in the orbitals we expect the alg to be the
lowest in energy followed by the el, degenerate pair, and

TABLE VIII.
in benzene.

Symmetry functions of C-C and C-H antibonding orbitals

Bond type

Species supported

C-Hdr
C-CO+

we restrict our attention to this pair of symmetries. From
Table V we see that el, has a leading I= 1, and we can
hypothesize that this is a principal contributor to the visible resonance, since it is normally supposed that an angular
momentum barrier is necessary for shape resonances. (In
molecules as large as benzene the possibility that high energy- resonances contain considerable admixtures of core
excited states has been suggested, but this is virtually unexplored theoretically.) The alg has a leading Z=O.
Internal VC can operate between the 2B2g state and the
2Alg or the 2E1u states based upon the fi orbitals. As far as
symmetry is concerned, the allowed vibrational excitations
are identical to the allowed vibrational excitations from
external VC that the 2B2g state has with the s or the
m= f 1 components of the p type continuum functions.
The relationship between these two mechanisms is
shown, in the opinion of the author, most clearly by Fano’s
configuration interaction treatment of quasibound states
with the continuum.‘7 In this approach one writes the solution to the scattering problem as a linear combination of
the quasi bound state and the continuum [see Fano’s Eq.
(2)]. In our notation this is
x aiJE)‘@?+
ip

c.
b,(E,E’)Y,(E’)dE’,
n s

(18)

where a and b are the expansion coefficients. From this
viewpoint, the internal vibronic interaction between two
different resonances and the external vibronic interaction
between one of the resonances and the continuum are two
aspects of the same interaction. Specifically, in benzene, we
may expect that the C-H 13 alg quasibound state will be
mixed to some extent with the s-wave continuum function
according to Eq. ( 18). The amount of this mixing will be
energy dependent and appears to be available only from
theoretical considerations. Therefore, the interaction represented by Eq. ( 18) might enhance the amplitude of the
s-wave continuum function in the vicinity of the molecule
and make the value of the corresponding AI’ term in Eq.
(17) larger than it would be in the absence of the ti
function. But either way, the result is an angular distribution with s-wave character. The amount of this enhancement would seem to require ab initio calculations to determine.
In a similar manner, the ei, resonance could enhance
the amplitude of some components of the p-wave continuum function near the molecule and increase the amount
of p-wave character in the angular distribution. Again, detailed calculations appear necessary to assess the size of the
effect in a specific case.
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VII. DISCUSSION

At the time Wong and Schulz’ made their measurements on benzene, the appearance of s-type angular distributions for some of the vibrational excitation functions
from resonances with as high leading 1 values as 2E2u and
“B2g have was surprising. In I the author coined the phrase
“s-wave leakage” to describe the possibility that nuclear
distortions can essentially transform the high I values into
0. In most ways the present treatment duplicates the results of I. The principal ditference is that we have here
included the interaction between two quasibound states in
order to compare more directly with Estrada et al. l2
This latter treatment does not distinguish the two
terms AB and M(E)
in Eq. (17) the way ours does. In
fact, they do not use the crude adiabatic basis, but what is
called (in spite of their terminology) the Born-Huang adiabatic basis.‘s This produces vibronic interactions in a
completely equivalent but apparently quite different way.
One of the principal differences is the explicit appearance
in the Hamiltonian of momentum operators associated
with the Q’s. It should be emphasized that such quantities
appear nowhere in our treatment, an absence characteristic
of the crude adiabatic basis.
Estrada et ai. capped their treatment with a model calculation of vibronic interaction within a complex local potential that showed interesting angular distribution effects.
In their model the coupling is quite strong and the states
were not very similar in symmetry structure to those in
benzene. In any event they did not attempt to analyze their
results in any way similar to the present division of effects
into internal and external VC.
As stated in Sec. I, our goal here was to show how a
symmetry analysis of the expected vibrational excitations
could be made. This is most simply done with the crude
adiabatic basis and leads to the separation of effects we
have discussed.
Other molecules can be analyzed using the same principles, but one should note one difference between the discussion here and how the analysis would proceed for a
linear molecule. The so-called linear Jahn-Teller effect
does not operate in linear molecules but is replaced by the
Renner-Teller effect.i5 Only even quantum number states
of bending mode vibrations can be excited in this way. The
odd quantum number states of these modes can be excited
only by external VC or VC with other resonances of appropriate symmetries.
VIII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we state the symmetry rules we have
discussed, for simplicity, giving only those based upon the
first order terms in AV(r,Q) (a) and (b) operate independently, but in some cases may result in overlapping symmetry types.
(a) For a shape resonance with the spatial symmetry
I’, one calculates the symmetrized square representation [I”]. Vibrations of the same symmetries as those
contained in [I’“] can be excited. When more than one
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ations may cause many of them to appear with insufficient intensity to observe. The angular distributions
of these excitation functions are determined principally
by the leading I value in l?.
(b) For a shape resonance with the spatial symmetry
l?, we expect vibrations of the same symmetry, r, to
appear. Again, if more than one vibration of this type
occurs, dynamical considerations will determine the
relative intensities. In this case the excitation function
should show a nearly s-wave type angular distribution.
As we have seen, second order effects occur. These are
much more complicated and rules are difficult to codify.
Measurements of more substances will be required to decide on the relative importance of these terms. The measurements in benzene indicate that the first order rules
predict the principal peaks in the resonant energy loss
spectrum and the shapes of the angular distributions, but
some series are seen.
APPENDIX:
ELEMENTS
POTENTIAL

SYMMETRY
ANALYSIS
OF MATRIX
OF THE ELECTRON-NUCLEAR

An analysis of the symmetry of matrix elements for
polyatomic molecules are most simply carried out in a molecular framework. If we were interested in angular distributions of gaseous molecules, the molecular framework result must be transformed into ~a laboratory framework.
But, if we are merely interested in what can or cannot
happen, we may remain in the molecular framework.
For a molecule with N atoms, 71 electrons, and M
( = 3N- 6) vibrational normal coordinates, the electronnucleus potential may be written
V=V(rl***rn,Ql

* * *QM>
= v(ri,Qjzi>t

(Al)

where ri is the vector position of the ith electron and Qj is
the jth normal coordinate. As we indicated, the r vectors
give the position of the electrons in a molecule fixed coordinate system. The vector position of the ath nucleus, pa,
is a linear function of the Qj.” The nuclei are all in their
equilibrium positions when all the Q’s are zero.
The symmetry point group of the molecule is the set of
proper and improper rotations that carries the equilibrium
positions of the nuclei into themselves. Let R be an element
of the group. The crucial property of the potential function
is
R V= V(R-‘ri,R-‘Qj)

= V,

(Ml

i.e., it is invariant when subjected to the group operations.
Well known methods27 allow one to determine the
complete representation of the symmetry group supported
by the normal vibrations; we denote this by the symbol I,.
In addition, the normal coordinates belong to various irreducible representations (IR) of the symmetry group, and a
complete specification of the properties requires three labels. Thus when we write Q,rj, j= 1,2,..., gr, it indicates
the nth occurrence of the l? IR of degeneracy g,. We shall
use this detailed notation only when needed.
According to Eq. (5) we represent V as a Taylor’s

vibrationexistsof a possibletype,dynamicalconsider- expansionin the Q’s
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V= V(ri,O)
+ F -& Qj+i z & I

k

(A3)

where each of the partial derivatives is a function of the rs.
Because of the linear independence of the Q’s and the invariance represented by Eq. (A2), each of the individual
terms in Eq. (A3) is also invariant under transformation
by the group element, R. This has consequences for the
transformation properties of the partial derivatives. Taking
the linear terms as an example, we see that
M

RQi=Tzl

D”‘(R)jiej,
(-44)

R$
i

(A7)

QjQk+*** 3

; @?)(R)~..z
‘I aQj '

j=l

where the representation matrix, DcQ) (R), is assumed real
and orthogonal. Point groups exist for ~which complex elements are required in fully reduced representation matrices, but cases of molecules matching these are rare. The
present formalism can be extended to that case, if needed.
Clearly, the first order term in the Taylor’s expansion is
invariant to R. We assume the DcQ)(R) is completely reduced, i.e., it is in block diagonal form with various of the
IRS appearing in the blocks. Therefore, the sums in Eq.
(A4) really run over smaller closed sets. The first derivative coefficients divide up into basis sets for IRS in a similar
fashion to the Q’s themselves.

because simple multiplication is commutative. Therefore,
these two quantities cannot contribute to the basis independently. The total number of W integrals is

G=~r,(grl+l)gr,;n3=nl;r3.=rl,
(A81
~G=gr,grgr,

; otherwise,

in each of the two cases.
In either case the G quantities may be formed into
linear combinations that comprise a completely reduced
basis for the point group. We call this representation lYw.
The IRS present in rw determine whether the w’s are all
zero, or whether some of them may be nonzero. The transformation to the reducible form then gives the actual values of the IY’s in terms of an irreducible set of integrals.
Case 1: n3=n1 and lY3=Il. We must determine the IRS
present in the GXG representation supported by the W
integrals, or what is the same thing, the integrands in these
integrals. For this case we must determine the representation supported by the products of the wave functions. With
binary products of functions from the same set, we must
use the symmetrized square28 of the I1 representation,
which is symbolized, [I’:]. We note that there is another
representation that can be constructed from Ill viz., the
antisymmetrized square, {I’;}. The characters of these two
representations are given from those of the original representation by

[x21(R)=;[xW~+XW*)I,

W)

Cx2HR)=;Ex(R)~-x(R~>
I,
-.

R

(A51

The foregoing was in the nature of an introduction to
the subject we wish to deal with: The symmetry properties
of the VC coefficients,

W(nlrlkn2r2j;n3r3k)

= ( h,r,il

&

/ %b,,,,>

)

C-46)
which occur in Eqs. ( 12) and ( 13). The selection rules for
vibrational excitation are inherent in these quantities; we
need to know which ones are zero and which ones are not.
At the outset we point out that the integrands of the integrals in Eq. (A6) are simple products of factors. In addition, the molecular electronic states may be taken as real,
and the Ws are therefore also real.
The number of W integrals is important. There are two
cases that must be distinguished, depending upon whether
IZ~=n3 and I1 = IY3. When both of these equalities apply,
the electronic wave functions in Eq. (A6) are taken from
the same set of functions, and

respectively. The first of these expressions is different from
the normal cross product representation only for multidimensional representations. The second is identically zero
for bne-dimensional representations.
The sum of the symmetrized and antisymmetrized representations is just the normal cross product (square in this
case) representation
[r:i+w:~=r,xr,.

(AlO)

Butin this case where the binary products of the wave
functions satisfy Eq. (A7), the antisymmetrized square is
identically zero. Therefore, the binary products support
only the remaining part, [IT]. Finally we have

Tw= [r;] xr2.

(All)

Case 2: n3#ni or 13#lYI. The details of the symmetrized
or antisymmetrized square are not needed in this case, and
we have simply

rw=rlxr2xr3.
We must now write the transformation
completely reduced form

(A121
of lYw to a
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Fnrl=

2 C( ijk 1nl?Z) W( nlrlip2r2
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present in the derivatives are determined this way, the symmetry analysis of the corresponding integrals with wave
functions is possible.

j;n,r,k)

ijk

x C C(ijkInrZ)C(ijkIn’r’Z’)
ijk

=6n,&pSp
=6ii'6jjt6kkt

C C(ijk
nrr

1nrl) C( i’j’k’ I dz)

e

(A131

The only ones of these integrals that can be nonzero are
those belonging to the totally symmetric IR of the group.
We symbolize this specific representation as I,, and we
may write
@nrz=&&-rA,

n= 1,2,3,...,mr,,

(Al41

where mrA is the number of times IA appears in rw, and
is the number of possibly independent quantities upon
which all of the W’s depend. We may now write the original integrals as

w(nlrlip2r2 j;n,r,k)

-A
= C- C(ijklnrAl)A,.

(Al51

n=l

Succeeding terms are more complicated, but may be
treated in essentially the same way. We give a brief description of the method used for the second derivative terms.
The M normal coordinates, Qi, appear as the M( M+ 1) /2
linearly independent binary products, QfQj , multiplied by
the second derivative terms. The representation supported
by the binary products is just the symmetrized square
again, [l?$]. And, again, the representation supported by
the derivatives is the same as that supported by the products of Q’s. The complication in this case is that linear
combinations must be formed to-obtain IRS. When these
linear combinations are combined with wave functions in
integrals for the second derivatives symmetry analyses parallel to those we made for the W’s are possible.
The higher order terms are treated the same way except that now we need the symmetrized nth power, [I’;].
For example, the character for the symmetrized cube is

[x31(RI =;~x(R)~+~x(R)x(R~> +2x(R3>1.

-.(A161

Murnaghan28 discusses the general case. Once the IRS
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